
Grade K English Language Arts and Reading 

Duration TEK Concept/ Unit Key Understanding Materials/Resources Assessment Stem 

Ongoing Activities Used

1st 9  Unit 01: Sharing Ideas, Information

Weeks and Messages

Shared Reading L= Can you show me a word on the page that begins

Conventions- Print Awareness Patterns- Understanding that print is associated with spoken Literacy Centers with __?

Spelling language supports the development of reading and Poems

Patterns- Phonological Awareness, Phonemic writing. M= Give examples of words that begin with __.

Awareness Awareness of sound patterns of spoken words supports the

Conventions- Print Awareness development of word reading. H= Categorize words by beginning sounds.

Interpretation- Understanding, Meaning Effective listeners respond to spoken messages.

Intepretation- Vocabulary Knowledge of phonemic awareness if essential in learning 

Conventions- Oral Conventions to read.

Perspective- Experiences, Idea Readers understand that some larger words are made up of
smaller words that can help give meaning to text.

An extensive vocabulary supports the development of

oral and written communication.

Effective oral conventions enhance interpretation of the

message.

Writers develop ideas about what they know. 

1st 9 Unit 02: Authors Write for a Purpose

Weeks
Patterns- Phonics A relationship between letters and sounds exist in the Shared Reading L= Find a word that begins with (any letter).

Patterns- Print Awareness written English language. Literacy Centers

Interpretation- Vocabulary Print awareness is essential for learning to read and write.Poems M= Chart the word that you find in the (any) family.

Conventions- Oral Conventions Listening and speaking are critical in learning new words.

Purpose Authors write for a purpose. H= Make up or create a rhyming pair. 

Interpretation- Understanding Stories can be understood through illustrations.

Interpretation- Meaning Identifying important facts in informational text creates a

Perspective- Experiences, Ideas better understanding of purpose and meaning.

Interpretation- Comprehension We write about what we know and speak. 

Forms- Literary Works

Elements- Setting, Character, Fact/ Details, Main

Idea

Patterns- Print Awareness, Phonics, Spelling

Patterns- Phonological Awareness

2nd 9 Unit 03: Growing Readers and Writers

Weeks Through Literary Works

Interpretation- Comprehension Literary elements enhance comprehension in literary Shared Reading L= List the characters in the story.

Forms- Literary Works works. Poems

Elements- Setting, Character, Fact/Details, Main Patterns in language demonstrate a relationship between Literacy Centers

Idea letters and sounds and support the reading and writing of Guided Reading M= Develop a character web on one of the 

Patterns- Print Awareness, Phonics, Spelling words. characters.



Patterns- Phonological Awareness Phonological awareness is essential for the development of

Interpretation- Connections, Understanding oral and written literacy. H= Compare and contrast the characters in the 

Elements- Characters Comparison of experiences and actions with the characters story.

Conventions- Oral Conventions in stories promote connections and understanding.

Techniques- Rhythm, Rhyme Oral conventions enhance presentation.

Interpretation- Experience Writers use rhythm and rhyme in poetry to enhance the 
Conventions- Oral Conventions reader's experience and or listener's experience.

Conventions- Print Awareness Oral presentation enhances communication.

Letters are written in certain ways to form words.

3rd 9 Unit 04: Growing Readers and Writers

Weeks Through Informational Text

Patterns- Phonics, Print Awareness, Spelling Patterns in language demonstrate a relationship between Shared Reading L= Illustrate your favorite part of the story.

Conventions- Handwriting letters and sounds and support the reading and writing of Guided Reading

Patterns- Phonological Awareness words. Poems

Elements- Illustration, Title Phonological awarenes is essential for learning to read andLiteracy Centers M= Explain your favorite part of the story that you

Interpretation- Prediction write. illustrated.

Purpose Readers use illustrations to make predictions, draw 

Elements- Illustration conclusions, and make inferences. H= Compose a new ending to the story.

Interpretation- Understanding Readers use a variety of skills and processes to identify the

Structure- Pictorial author's purpose and to understand expository and 

Interpretation- Connections procedural text.

Element- Topic Readers make connections with the topics they read about.

Pespective- Ideas Authors use words and illustrations to communicate ideas

Conventions- Oral Conventions and information.

Forms- Signs Understanding the meaning of symbols and words enhances

understanding of the environment around us.

3rd 9 Unit 05: Media Matters

Weeks
Patterns- Phonics, Print Awareness Patterns in language demonstrate a relationship between Shared Reading L= Identify patterns in words.

Patterns- Print Awareness, Phonics, Spelling letters and sounds and support the reading and writing of Guided Reading

Interpretation- Understanding, Meaning words. Poems

Forms- Media Readers understand that some larger words are made up ofLiteracy Centers M= Develop  a chart of word families.

Purpose smaller words that can help give meaning to text.

Perspective- Experiences, Ideas Media forms communicate purpose.

Inferencial Meaning Personal experiences express the stories we communicate H= Integrate word family words into your writing.

with others.

Sensory techniques are incorporated to impact meaning

in various forms of media.

Readers use information to come to a plausible conclusion.

4th 9 Unit 06: Generating Questions and 

Weeks Finding Answers

Patterns- Spelling Readers use patterns in language to make new words. Shared Reading L= Select and identify patterns in words.



Interpretation- Knowledge, Discoveries Researchers ask questions and develop a plan for Guided Reading

Patterns- Phonics answering them to gain knowledge and experience new Poems

Elements- Topic, Fact/Details discoveries. Literacy Centers M= Transfer word patterns to new words in stories.

Conventions- Written Conventions Readers use relationships between letters and sounds to

Form- Expository read a story.

Interpretation Readers choose expository text to gain facts, main ideas, and H= Decide what are the important facts, main ideas,

details. problems, and solutions within an expository text. 


